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Suppression of grain growth by an additive in nanostructured p-type bismuth antimony tellurides
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Abstract
Grain growth during hot pressing is a major issue in the preparation of nanostructured bismuth-antimony-tellurides during hot-pressing the nanopowders into dense bulk samples. To prevent grain agglomeration during ball milling and growth during hot pressing, organic agent (Oleic Acid, OA) as additive was added into the materials at the beginning of the ball milling process. With different concentrations of OA (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 wt.%), grains with different sizes are obtained. Structural analysis clearly shows that it is the particle size of the nanopowders that determines the final grain size in the densely compacted bulk samples. A combination of small grains ~200-500 nm and nanopores leads to effective phonon scattering, which results in the decrease of lattice thermal conductivity, and ZT to ~1.3 at 373 K for the sample with a 2.0 wt.% OA as agent.
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I. Introduction

Thermoelectric (TE) devices that convert energy between heat and electricity have been a focused research field recently [1-3]. The energy conversion efficiency increases with a dimensionless thermoelectric figure-of-merit ($ZT$), defined as $(S^2\sigma/\kappa)T$, where $Z$ is the figure-of-merit, $T$ the absolute temperature, $S$ the Seebeck coefficient, $\sigma$ the electrical conductivity, and $\kappa$ the total thermal conductivity with contributions from the lattice ($\kappa_L$) and the charge carriers ($\kappa_e$). The materials with high electrical conductivity, high Seebeck coefficient and low thermal conductivity are needed to achieve good $ZT$ values. Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based materials are the best TE materials commercially used around room temperature (200-400 K). Great efforts have been devoted to improve this class of materials [4-7]. Recent research shows that nanostructures produced in p-type Bi$_2$Te$_3$-based bulk materials can significantly enhance the $ZT$ value by reducing the thermal conductivity via effective phonon scattering without too much affecting the power factor $(S^2\sigma)$ [8, 9]. Bulk materials with different nanostructures embedded in the Bi$_x$Sb$_{2-x}$Te$_3$ matrix are achieved by hot pressing nanopowders prepared by various methods, such as hydrothermal technique [4, 11], ball milling [10], and melt spinning [12]. Hetero nanopowders such as fullerene, nano-SiC, nano-ZnAlO, etc., are also embedded in the Bi$_x$Sb$_{2-x}$Te$_3$ matrix to act as phonon scattering centers to enhance $ZT$ [13-15].

To effectively scatter phonons, it is desired to preserve nanostructures in bulk materials. Usually, the spark plasma sintering (SPS) technique is employed with a relatively short sintering time, which can suppress the grain growth to some extent [12, 16, 19]. However, in spite of the controllable particle size that has been obtained in the starting nanopowders, the grain growth during the sintering process is still a big issue [16-18], where the grains easily grow to micron-size, which degrades the nano-effect. For example, by ball milling the commercial ingots or elemental chunks and following with hot pressing, $ZT$ values of $\sim$1.4 or $\sim$1.3 at about 373 K have been achieved, respectively [4, 11]. Nanograins in the bulk materials are considered beneficial to decreasing the thermal conductivity. However, there are still substantial amount of grains larger than 1 $\mu$m [17]. We postulate that the large surface energy possessed by the ultrafine ball milled nanopowders results in grain
aggregation to form much larger particles, and that it is these large particles to form the final grain size during the hot pressing causing grain growth. In the present work, small amount of well-chosen surfactant as additive is added into the samples while ball milling to lower the surface energy and get uniform smaller grains after hot pressing, leading to the decreased lattice thermal conductivity and subsequently a peak \( ZT \approx 1.3 \) at 373 K. It is worth to point out that such \( ZT \) values is about the best we have achieved before without the additives because of a degraded power factor when additive is used in the current study.

2. Experimental Procedure

Stoichiometric Bi (99.999%), Sb (99.999%), and Te (99.999%) were weighted and melted to form ingot Bi\(_{0.4}\)Sb\(_{1.6}\)Te\(_3\). With different concentrations of the additive agent (Oleic Acid, OA, 99%, Alfa Aesar) \((x = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, \text{ and } 2.5 \text{ wt.}\% \text{ per chemical formula weight})\), the ingots of Bi\(_{0.4}\)Sb\(_{1.6}\)Te\(_3\)/\(x\) were ball milled for 4 hours. The ball milled powders were then loaded into a graphite die with an inner diameter of 12.7 mm and hot-pressed by direct current (dc-HP) press, first at 360 °C for 2 minutes to evaporate the OA, then at 450 °C for 2 minutes to produce the final discs for the measurements. X-ray diffraction analysis was conducted on a PANalytical multipurpose diffractometer with an X’celerator detector (PANalytical X’Pert Pro). The microstructures were investigated by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL 6340F) and a high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM, JEOL 2010F). For HRTEM observations of the as-prepared powders, the samples were dispersed ultrasonically in ethanol for 5 minutes. A few droplets of the dispersion was placed on holy carbon coated copper grids and dried in air. The electrical resistivity (\(\rho\)) and the Seebeck coefficient were simultaneously measured on a commercial system (ULVAC ZEM-3) using the four-point dc current-switching method and the static temperature difference method. The thermal diffusivity (\(\alpha\)) and the specific heat (\(C_p\)) were measured on a laser flash apparatus (Netzsch LFA 447) and a thermal analyzer (Netzsch DSC200-F3), respectively. The volumetric density (\(D\)) was quantified by an Archimedes method and listed in Table 1. The thermal conductivity \(\kappa\) was calculated from the relationship \(\kappa = D\alpha C_p\). The Hall Coefficient \(R_H\) was measured using the PPMS (Physical Properties Measurement System,
Quantum Design) at room temperature. The carrier concentration $n$ and Hall mobility $\mu_H$ were calculated using the relations $n = 1/eR_H$ and $\mu_H = \sigma R_H$, respectively.

3. Results and Discussions

XRD shows that single phase is obtained for all ingots by melting. The Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$ ingots were then ball milled with different concentrations of additive OA and followed with hot pressing. Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of the as-prepared disc samples. There is no difference of peak positions in all the samples. All the peaks can be indexed to the hexagonal structure (space group R3m). The SEM, TEM, and HRTEM images of the ball milled nanopowders without OA are shown in Fig. 2 (a)-(c). Although ball milling can decrease individual grains efficiently down to ~10 nm (Fig. 2(c)), which is consistent with the previous reports [4, 11], the surface energy increases correspondingly and makes it easy to form lots of micron-size aggregated particles, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). It is very likely that after hot pressing, the majority of the aggregated particles grow to micron size grains, as presented in Fig. 3(a).

In order to reduce the surface energy, several kinds of ball milling agents as additive are tried. The best results so far are from samples with a 2 wt.% Oleic Acid (OA). Figure 2 (d)-(e) are the SEM, TEM and HRTEM images of the ball milled nanopowder with 2 wt.% OA, respectively. We noticed that even with the lubrication from OA coating during ball milling, which may reduce the energy transfer from the balls to the ingots, the ball milling is still powerful enough to break the ingots to ~10 nm fine grains. With OA, the particle size before hot-pressing is obviously smaller because of the less agglomeration, which is shown in Fig. 2(d) and (e). Correspondingly, the grain size in the final disc samples is decreased obviously after hot-pressing. The SEM images from the freshly fractured surface of the bulk samples with different concentrations of OA are shown in Fig. 3(b)-(f). With increasing concentration of OA, the grain size decreases to ~ 200-500 nm. The grain size is uniform when $x$ is more than 2.0 wt.%. Furthermore, the additive begins to evaporate when the temperature is higher than the boiling point of OA (360 °C) during sintering, leaving lots of nanopores inside the samples, which is reflected in the reduced relative densities to
~90%-95% of the theoretical density.

We measured the TE properties parallel and perpendicular to the press directions. The nonflake structure and the random distribution create no anisotropy in all the samples. The temperature dependences of the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient of the as-prepared Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$/ with $x = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,$ and $2.5$ wt.\% are presented in Fig. 4(a) and (b). The electrical conductivity is decreased with the increase of OA, likely due to the small amount of the organic agent left as well as the nanopores created when OA evaporates. The Hall measurements in table 1 show the results of the carrier concentration ($n$) and the mobility ($\mu$) at room temperature, which affect the electrical conductivity ($\sigma$) by the relationship $\sigma = ne\mu$. The decrease in the electrical conductivity is obviously connected with the decrease in the carrier concentration. We consider that the coated OA during the ball milling process depresses the creation of defects, such as the Te vacancy and the Sb$_{Te}$ anti-site deficiency, which decreases the concentration of the holes. However, the mobility is maintained in spite of the increased grain boundaries and the dispersed nanoholes, which are beneficial for the decrease of the thermal conductivity.

Figure 4 (e) and (f) present the total thermal conductivity and the lattice thermal conductivity of the samples ball milled with different concentrations of OA, respectively. The total thermal conductivity $\kappa$ is the sum of the carrier thermal conductivity $\kappa_c$ and the lattice thermal conductivity $\kappa_L$. We estimate $\kappa_c$ from the Wiedemann-Franz relation, $\kappa_c = L\sigma T$, with the Lorenz number $L$ taken as $1.6 \times 10^{-8} \text{ V}^2\text{K}^{-2}$ based on a previous calculation [20]. Although ball milling produces nanograins and interfaces that reduce lattice thermal conductivity [4, 11], there are still larger-sized grains caused by non-uniform ball milling, agglomeration and the grain growth during the hot-pressing. With an increase of OA, the grain size is decreased and becomes more uniform. Both the decreased grain size and the nanopores created in the sample preparation scatter phonons, leading to a large reduction in the lattice thermal conductivity. With a 2.5 wt.\% OA, the lattice thermal conductivity decreases about 30%. The highest $ZT$ value reaches 1.3 at about 373 K for samples with $x = 2.0$ and 2.5 wt.\% (Fig. 4(f)). We also present the temperature dependence of the thermal diffusivity and specific heat of all the samples in Fig. 4(g) and (h), respectively. The increase on the specific heat is likely due to the remaining carbon. The organic residue and the relative low density may also deteriorate
the electrical properties, which may be solved by purifying the powder before hot-pressing.

Even though we decreased the grain size by using additives during balling milling for having achieved lower thermal conductivity, we did not achieve too much improvement in $ZT$ values due to the fact that the additives have also decreased the power factor. Nevertheless, the grain size suppression is a good start to further improve the $ZT$ values when a way to preserve the power factor is accomplished.

4. Conclusions

In summary, p-type Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$ thermoelectric bulk materials were prepared by ball milling the melted ingot with oleic acid and followed by hot pressing. The agglomeration of the nanopowders is alleviated by the introduction of the functional surfactant additive (oleic acid) during ball milling. The growth of the grains during hot pressing is suppressed, which leads to increased phonon scattering for the decreased lattice thermal conductivity. However, power factor was also decreased, leading a $ZT$ value of $\sim 1.3$ at 373 K, which is about the same as reported before. Higher $ZT$ values are expected when a way to preserve the power factor is accomplished.
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**Figure Captions**

Figure 1. XRD patterns of the as-prepared bulk Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$/x with different concentrations of OA ($x = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,$ and 2.5 wt.%).

Figure 2. SEM images of the ball-milled Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$ powder without additive OA (a) and with 2.0 wt.% additive OA (d). TEM images of the ball-milled Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$ powder without additive OA (b) and with 2.0 wt.% additive OA (e). HRTEM images of the ball-milled Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$ powder without additive OA (c) and with 2.0 wt.% additive OA (f).

Figure 3. SEM images of the as-prepared bulk samples Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$/x with different concentrations of additive OA $x = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,$ and 2.5 wt.% for (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f), respectively.

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity (a), Seebeck coefficient (b), total thermal conductivity (c), lattice thermal conductivity (d), power factor (e), $ZT$ (f), thermal diffusivity (g) and specific heat (h) of the as-prepared Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$/x with different concentrations of OA ($x = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,$ and 2.5 wt.%).
TABLE I. Volumetric density, carrier concentration, and Hall mobility at room temperature of the as-prepared Bi$_{0.4}$Sb$_{1.6}$Te$_3$/x with $x = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,$ and 2.5 wt.%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bi$<em>{0.4}$Sb$</em>{1.6}$Te$_3$/x ($x$ in wt.% per formula weight)</th>
<th>x = 0</th>
<th>x = 0.5</th>
<th>x = 1.0</th>
<th>x = 1.5</th>
<th>x = 2.0</th>
<th>x = 2.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volumetric density (g/cm$^3$)</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>6.01</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr. Conc. ($\times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall Mobility (cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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